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Black Leadership Group

The Black Paradox  

are validated by authoritative data,
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We exist to challenge systemic racism for the benefit of all *Black communities and the wider UK society as a whole, 
to be the authoritative voice of Anti-racism in F/HE, schools, public, voluntary and private sectors and to further the 
interests of people from ethnically diverse backgrounds who share a lived experience of the effects of racism. 

Our mission
Eradicate racism.

An anti-racist culture at the core of all aspects of UK life,  education and work.
Our vision

Our purpose

About the Black Leadership Group (BLG)
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*BLG uses ‘Black’ as an inclusive definition for people 
from ethnically diverse backgrounds who share a lived 

experience of the effects of racism.
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Every individual has the right to live a fulfilling life.

For as long as systemic racism exists, everyone’s potential will be held back.

An anti-racist education helps people to define and challenge themselves, widen 
their experience and shape their world.

An anti-racist  society unlocks the full potential of all individuals, organisations 
and communities.

Our Beliefs 
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BLG 10 POINT PLAN
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A Paradox?

ambiguousenigma puzzle

fallacy

oxymoron

dichotomy

myth

conflict

notion

absurdity

dilemma

conundrum

odditymystery

inconsistency anomalyincongruity

error

mistake

Paradox - Synonyms 
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Deeper meanings of ‘Paradox’

“a seemingly absurd or 
contradictory statement 
or proposition which when 
investigated may prove to 
be well founded or true”

“a statement or proposition which, despite 
sound (or apparently sound) reasoning from 
acceptable premises, leads to a conclusion 
that seems logically unacceptable or self-
contradictory”

“a statement in which it seems 
that if one part of it is true, the 
other part of it cannot be true”

“an argument that apparently 
derives self-contradictory 
conclusions by valid deductions 
from acceptable premises”
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The Black Paradox

“In the UK, most Black groups outperform their White British peers 
in early educational attainment, but disparities then appear. The 
realisation of early achievement is not reflected longer term in 
education outcomes, employment, health and influence on UK 
society.  This contradiction has a huge bearing on individual 
potential, economic growth and societal cohesion.  We call this the 
‘Black Paradox.’ “
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Black Paradox: Most Black students attain well in state schools, they are more likely to be excluded, encounter 
discrimination and lack role models.

Almost half of all schools in England 
have no Black teacher - IoE. 

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: More Black students are undertaking work-related training, they are most likely to be 
concentrated in low paid sectors or in unpaid training.

The proportion of Black people 
undertaking apprenticeships has 
grown steadily over the past 
decade, rising from 9.7% in 2011  to 
14% currently, broadly matching 
their national demographic profile 
(as at the 2011 Census). Much of the 
growth in apprenticeships has been 
driven by older apprentices –
Gov.uk.

Following the COVID-19 lockdown, vacancies for 
apprenticeships fell dramatically, including in 
those sectors with high numbers of BAME 
learners – University of Manchester.

In 2019/20, 32% 
of all 16-18 year 
olds following 
traineeships 
(unpaid training) 
were Black – 
Gov.uk.

*The absence of a value is due to data restrictions to avoid disclosures of very small numbers of BAME apprentices in this sector. 

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: Black students are more likely to enter higher education and engage more in their studies, they 
are less likely to complete their course and have lower attainment.

At 96 of the 97 higher education providers for which 
the dashboards report ethnicity attainment gaps, 
black students’ attainment is lower than we see for 
white students. Many providers have gaps of over 20 
percentage points, with some even higher. - OfS

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: UK job vacancies are at a record high, unemployment amongst young Black adults is increasing 
exponentially.

41.6%

12.4%10.1%

24.5%

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: Black communities are more likely to suffer from the effects of climate change, they stand to 
gain least from the growth of the ‘Green Economy’.

Particulate air pollution in the UK is concentrated in 
the 20 % of poorest neighbourhoods…and in areas 
with a greater proportion of Black people.

Black groups are relatively more vulnerable to the 
impact of automation on employment.

Brits are largely unaware that climate change 
disproportionately impacts black and brown people.

UK Black environment professionals:

▪ 6% in Renewable Energy eg. electrical installation, solar 
technicians, electric car technicians

▪ 5% in Construction eg. social housing & ’greening homes’

▪ 0.76% in Agriculture, forestry and related trades.

In the UK overall, only 
3.1% of “environment 
professionals” are 
from Black groups. 
This is the second 
least diverse 
occupation out of 202 
job roles, ahead only 
of farmers – Policy 
Exchange

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: Black enterprise is becoming more important to UK plc, Black entrepreneurs face greater 
obstacles to starting and growing their businesses.

Many ethnic minority 
entrepreneurs struggle to 
access mainstream 
business support and 
external finance to help 
their business survive 
and grow – Federation of 
Small Businesses

Barriers include intangible 
factors such as 
aspiration, self 
confidence, and social 
capital, especially high-
quality networks that 
open-up opportunities – 
Social Mobility Foundation

Why should this be?

The UK Black Dividend 
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Black Paradox: Many of the world’s biggest companies are led by Black CEOs, the number of Black people 
leading FTSE 100 firms is falling.

Global companies led by Black CEOs:

• Twitter
• Google
• Microsoft
• IBM
• Adobe
• VMWare
• Mastercard
• Starbucks (Previously Walmart)
• Alibaba
• Adani
• Nogfu
• Ambani
• Harpo/Own
• Tencent
• Grupo Carso
• Blackberry (Cyber-Security)

Only 3.4% of Chairs, CEOs, CFOs at 100 FTSE 
companies are held by ethnic minorities and 
the prospects of future increases are 
slim…….the pipeline has dropped  from 1.4% 
to 0.9% – Green Park

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: Public sector organisations universally champion serving diverse communities, they are mostly 
run by non-diverse leadership and governance.

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: The UK’s devolved nations are the least ethnically diverse, they have the biggest ambition to 
address race inequalities.

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: ‘Majority minority’ cities and towns are becoming more prevalent, workforces in these 
communities reflect the greatest disparity in representation.

Top 10 cities/towns in the 
UK with the highest 
proportion of working age 
people from BME 
backgrounds

The Race Disparity Audit revealed big differences in employment outcomes 
between ethnic groups. 20 ‘challenge areas’ with high BME populations and a 
wide gap between the BME and white employment rate have been identified to 
undertake further research to ‘explain or change’ the disparities - DWP

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: More Black people are beginning to hold high seats of power; black representation alone does 
not lead to progress on race equality.

Black footballers face racist abuse after England’s Euro 2020 

defeat

Why should this be?
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Black Paradox: Black leadership appointments raise hopes for race equality, once in office black leaders feel 
they cannot raise issues of race.

Before the incident of the arrest of Professor Gates, 
53% of White Americans approved of President 
Obama’s leadership. After it, this slipped to 46%. The 
President would never be as popular with White 
voters as he was just before the Gates affair. 

The Beer Summit, 2009

Race and the Bully Pulpit
How much, and when, has Barack Obama talked about race-related issues since his historic election? 

The black line shows his mentions of a range of eight words representing black Americans – from 

“black folks” to “African American” – while the red l ine shows his mentions of the word “racism”. 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Why should this be?

http://wapo.st/23Kq3i2
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The Black Paradox

WHY SHOULD THIS BE?
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10 Mega Trends that are (re)shaping our world (IPSOS)

Increased inequalities

Impact of
Covid-19

Climate 
change

Ethnicity

Urbanisation Automation

Demographic
change

1. Greater social consciousness

3. Megacities

5. Cultural convergence & 
increasing extremism

7. Healthier & sicker

8 Dynamic Populations9. Dynamic Populations 10. Crumbling political & social cohesion

2. Increasing transparency 

4. Technological change

6. Increased individual agency

8. Environmental sustainability
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So what’s the antidote?

unambiguouscompelling obvious

unequivocalmanifest

undeniable

categorical

explicable

conclusive

intelligible

irrefutable

conceivable

apparentpalpable

possible likelybelievable

truerealisable

Paradox - Antonyms 
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How to Challenge the Black Paradox?

acknowledge

decode elucidate

resolve

decipher

authenticateconcile

verify

pronounce

address

challenge

interrogate

reveal

solve

prioritise correct

rationalise

engage

interpret

confirm

consider

listen intend

propose

announce

excuse

explore validate

analyse

accommodate

postulate

effect
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The final paradox – and solution: to not be racist is not the same as being anti-racist 

Non-racist Anti-racist

acknowledge

decode

elucidate

resolve

effect

authenticate

concile

interpret

pronounce

address

challenge

interrogate

reveal

solve

prioritise

correctrationalise

engage

validate

confirm

consider

listen

intend

propose

announce

excuse

explore

decipher

analyse

accommodate

postulate

verify
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GREAT ANTI-RACIST PRACTICE IS SHARED, AMBITIOUS, LIVELY, TRUE

© BFELG UK Ltd 
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The Black Paradox

Invitation:
Construct your Leadership 

Challenge
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Thank you Website: https://blackleadershipgroup.com/

Twitter: @FeLeadership

Linkedin: Black FE Leadership Group

Email: exec@blackleadershipgroup.com
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